
Morning MM-730 
After Sales Playbook



ACTION PLAN

EMAIL ENQUIRY Assistance required 
(unsure how to use or 

difficulties faced)

Point to self-help (i.e. user 
manual, FAQs, 

instructional videos)

Machine defect/failure

Admin requests for more 
info (with videos/photos) 
on problem1 and check 

warranty status 
Admin tags order no. 

[NEW]

Admin assigns ticket to 
relevant Agent2 

[PENDING]

If still unresolved

Agent acts/advises on 
solution3 [OPEN]

Advise to run machine’s 
built-in e-diagnostic 

protocol

Label emails with 
incidents/problems 

Ticket enters Zendesk

Markets w/o distributor(s)
Customer brings machine 

to Distributor; refer to 
Troubleshooting Guide 

[OPEN]
Customer is given a 1-to-1 

exchange [OPEN]

Admin tracks status, 
updates TS, responds to 

customer and closes 
ticket on resolution 

[SOLVED]

If cannot 
be fixed

If can be fixed

Markets with 
distributor(s)

Replace spare parts or 
leave-in servicing [OPEN]

MINOR ISSUES

MAJOR ISSUES



Information Request Format

Dear Customer, 

Thank you for getting in touch with us. 

Please provide us with more details in the following format for us to look into 
this matter. 

Order no.: _________________________ 
Date of purchase: ___________________ 
Machine serial no.: __________________ 
Country of residence/use: __________________ 
Detailed description of problem: 
____________________________________________________________ 

Please attach photos and/or videos in your reply email to aid in clearly 
explaining and illustrating the problem(s). We will get back to you as soon as 
possible.  

Thank you for your patience.  

INFORMATION REQUEST



USER SPARE PARTS LIST

PART COMMON PROBLEM/CAUSE PRICE (USD) 
Applicable outside warranty

TIME

Drip Tray & Cover Breakage, loss etc. 18

Within 3 business days

Water Tank & Lid Breakage, staining etc. 30

Used Capsule Drip Base + 
Container

Leakage 23

Silicone Tray Breakage, loss etc. 43

Rubber Bases  
(Set of 9pcs; 7M+2A)

Machine might have been slid across surface or 
moved without lifting, causing its rubber base(s) to 
detach. 

4

*Prices exclusive of duties, taxes and freight. 
**Hardware issues beyond the replacement of consumer-ready spare parts may be considered for 1-to-1 exchanges, strictly only applicable 
to units under warranty. All such exchanges have to be approved by the Management.
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